New Investigative Book Turns End-of-Days Prophesies Upside Down

Phoenix Lights mystery decoded by discovery of biblical icons seen from overhead satellite photos of famous UFO sighting area.


What does Isaiah 11:6 have to do with the Phoenix Lights of March 13, 1997? Quite a bit when viewing the area of the sighting from the perspective of NASA or TerraMetrics, Inc. who produce satellite images for various web sites such as Google Earth.

Steven Blonder, a key witness and featured in the Discovery Channel’s UFO’s Over Phoenix: Anatomy of a Sighting, and author of a new book Grounding the Phoenix Lights: Prophesies and Fulfillment in the Old Millennium, has taken on the religious end-of-day conventional notions and turned them upside down with simple computer screenshots of a lion, lamb, wolf, bear, child, etc and even a hand scribbled “leopard” which appear in the hilly landscape where the Phoenix Lights were sighted.

Grounding the Phoenix Lights takes a look at the many signs and symbols connected with the Lights and makes a convincing case that several messages were intended to be “taken away” by the sighting – not the least of which is a roadmap toward spiritual awareness and an expanded consciousness. Help is offered through interpretations of Jewish, Christian, New Age and Hopi textual references all tied to the iconic images that emerge out of the landscape.

In addition to the Isaiah animals, a skull associated with the New Testament Golgotha is present which provocatively gives a chance to revisit the events 2,000 years prior with the benefit of a new lens the author meticulously develops through educating the reader to the cipher of Jewish Kabbalah.

“While I am realistic in assessing the skepticism this book faces in countering two thousand years worth of religious dogma and propaganda, I also sense a need for an alternative world view to emerge that is inclusive of all religions and releases Judgment Day baggage the sighting is ultimately trying to urge us to do.”

For more information on the book, satellite photos and the sighting filmed from the author’s home visit: www.groundingthelights.com
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